Kindergarten to Grade 3 Materials need for online learning:

1. 2 marbled composition notebooks for Classwork and Journal.
2. Hand held dry eraser board and dry eraser marker, cleaner, wipes.
3. Headphones
4. Crayons, scissors, glue, markers
5. White copy paper 1 ream
6. Pencils and jumbo eraser and glue
7. Kid’s scissors
8. Folder to put work in
9. Pencils box to put supplies in
10. Chromebook with internet access

We are looking forward to seeing you!
The K-3 Teachers

Grades 4 to 5 Materials for online learning

- chromebook and charger (provided by SDP if needed)
- white board (provided by Taggart)
- white board marker (provided by Taggart)
- headphones
- 12 pencils
- sharpener
- eraser
- pencil case
- 2 notebooks
- 3 folders

*Please keep all supplies in your bookbag in order to be prepared each day*

Grades 6, 7, and 8 Materials for online learning

- Journal/Notebook
- Personal Whiteboard
- Dry Erase Marker(s)
- Calculator (Grade 6 TI34, Grade 7/8 TI73) (Supplied to students at a later date)
- Pencils and or Pens
- Chromebook with Internet Access